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QUESTION 1

Which of the following represents the initial two commands that an IRC client sends to join an IRC network? 

A. USER, NICK 

B. LOGIN, NICK 

C. USER, PASS 

D. LOGIN, USER 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a "Collision attack" in cryptography? 

A. Collision attacks try to get the public key 

B. Collision attacks try to break the hash into three parts to get the plaintext value 

C. Collision attacks try to break the hash into two parts, with the same bytes in each part to get the private key 

D. Collision attacks try to find two inputs producing the same hash 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Gavin owns a white-hat firm and is performing a website security audit for one of his clients. He begins by running a
scan which looks for common misconfigurations and outdated software versions. Which of the following tools is he most
likely using? 

A. Nikto 

B. Nmap 

C. Metasploit 

D. Armitage 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Lewis, a professional hacker, targeted the loT cameras and devices used by a target venture-capital firm. 

He used an information-gathering tool to collect information about the loT devices connected to a network, open ports
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and services, and the attack surface area. Using this tool, he also generated statistical reports on broad usage patterns
and trends. This tool helped Lewis continually monitor every reachable server and device on the Internet, further
allowing him to exploit these devices in the network. Which of the following tools was employed by Lewis in the above
scenario? 

A. Censys 

B. Wapiti 

C. NeuVector 

D. Lacework 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In the field of cryptanalysis, what is meant by a "rubber-hose" attack? 

A. Forcing the targeted keystream through a hardware-accelerated device such as an ASIC. 

B. A backdoor placed into a cryptographic algorithm by its creator. 

C. Extraction of cryptographic secrets through coercion or torture. 

D. Attempting to decrypt ciphertext by making logical assumptions about the contents of the original plaintext. 

Correct Answer: C 
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